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ABSTRACT

The Grand Seaside Hotel is a large five-star hotel
in an Australian Coastal town. It is a place that
not only aspires to provide excellent service but
that also seeks to reconcile two apparently
divergent demands: the need for customized
service and the efficient management of business
operations. To commit staff to the provision of
service excellence, management has introduced a
customer service programme that relies on
various forms of training and rewards, as well as a
guest response system. The customer service
programme, particularly the use of guest
questionnaires, appear as disciplinary strategies
that aim to produce service encounters in which
both staff and guests are 'normalized': The main
loci of ethnographic data collection for this paper
are regular Management Briefings. Through data
collected from these. the paper investigates the
use of the 'imaginary' in constituting service

encounters and guest expectations. It interprets
these in terms of Foucault's Panoptic analysis to
identify the immanent mechanisms of discipline
in these customer service programmes.
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DISCIPLINING CUSTOMERS AT
THE GRAND SEASIDE HOTEL

There is no railway station near the Grand Seaside
Hotel: it is only approachable by car or public
transport. on roads that descend a hill down to the
coastal resort. The Hotel dominates the resort. It
is huge in comparison to the small houses and
apartments that otherwise characterise the town,
nestled in a coastal bay, lapped by the surf. a
quintessential Australian country town by the sea.
The hotel is so 'grand' in its scale that it is
singularly inappropriate for the settled and small-
scale streetscapes. Yet, with the grace, and sense
of place, scale and purpose, that might
characterise a Stalinist hall of culture in some
benighted East European country, the Grand
Seaside Hotel sits, squarely dominating the beach,
whilst simultaneously ignoring it. It takes a while
to work out, but the peculiarity of the Grand is
that it seems back to front: where one might
expect a sweeping entrance to take advantage of
the view, there is nothing other than a brick
facade, unbroken, unblinking and unfriendly. One
has to go around the hotel, to the rear, to find the
main entrance - the front door, so to speak.

So. having made the journey down the hill and
round the rear. let us take the reader inside. into a
world of "unparalleled service excellence." As
we stride into the lobby we appreciate that.
ethnographically, we have entered a world of
familiar resources. where hotels divide into front
of house (where service encounters take place)
and back of house areas. The segmentation of
settings for everyday interactions into public or
front-regions and private or back-regions
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(Goffrnan 1969; Baumeister 1986) explores
people's behaviour through metaphorical
reference to the behaviour of actors in a theatre.
The performances that actors give on stage differ
crucially from their behaviour behind the scenes.
In other words. people may play certain roles in
front regions that are more or less detached from
their self. whereas the behaviour displayed in the
more private back regions, concealed from public
perception. will be more authentic.

CONSTITUTING NORMAL
CUSTOMERS

The frontstagelbackstage segregation is one of the
most crucial demarcation lines in hospitality.
Backstage rituals are the keys to front stage
performance. They enable hotels partially to
sustain the customers' exclusion from certain
aspects of the production process by confining
their involvement to service encounters in
processes that constitute normal customers.
Customized service achieves the apparent match
between customer preferences and production
systems by controlling the behaviour and
expectations of both employees and customers.
Customers have to be constituted as such - and
they must have manageable identities.

An important backstage ritual is the public reading
of guest questionnaire responses that occurs in the
weekly senior staff Briefing Meeting. Guest
questionnaires, in conjunction with the Grand
Seaside's reward and customer service training
prograrmnes, are used not only to establish role
models for staff behaviour but also constitute a
system for rewarding or punishing employee
performance. Additionally, the system implicitly
defines appropriate guest behaviour and
expectations. By analyzing both the sequences of
meetings. in particular the reading of the guest
questionnaires. and the staff behaviour rewarded or
punished, one can extrapolate an ideal-typical
customer profile. This profile of the normal
customer not only serves as an alter ego for staff in
service encounters but it also provides the
generalized other for the process of staffs' self-
subordination to the principles of service excellence.

There are many different types of complaints
recorded by the questionnaires and entered into

On the other hand, quasi-valid complaints do not
easily lend themselves to a clear-cut (normative)
classification. Rather, such complaints demarcate a
•grey-zone' with respect to organizational norms. A
single complaint, for instance about queuing at the
Breakfast Garden, does not qualify as a violation of
justified customer expectations. Only when several
guests. simultaneously or more often,
diachronically, perceive the same incident as not
meeting their expectations, will the hotel make
amends. A further category comprises invalid
complaints. Whenever management identifies a
complaint as invalid they regard the expectations
underlying the complaint as unjustified. One can
interpret invalid complaints as signalling
inappropriate expectations on the part of guests.
Hence, when guests complain about the quality of
tea bags. the rigidity of times for check-in and
check-out. or sometimes even the weather, their
complaints conflict with the organization'S (self-)
understanding about what the provision of (normal)
customer service ought to imply. In other words.
invalid complaints clash with the organization's
understanding of what a normal customer should be
like. that is, what she or he ought to expect. but also
how she or he should behave.
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the logbook. Not all categories of complaint
receive equal attention. Those that obtain most
attention point up what the organization values as
appropriate or desirable staff behaviour. They also
reveal what management sees as appropriate and
inappropriate guest behaviour and expectations.
In this view. the different categories of guest
complaints implicitly define appropriate
behaviour and expectations for guests. The set of
guest expectations categorized as valid complaints
are those that, from an organizational point of
view, express guest demands that may be justified
by the (normal) context of service provision. For
instance. guests can expect staff to be friendly and
polite. that they will not be exposed to
unacceptable noise, that all appliances work
properly, and that the rooms will be clean and tidy.
The same holds true for valid complaints
addressing ethically inappropriate behaviour.
Although the normative frame of reference is not
primarily that of the organization but that of the
(extemalj life world, guests have a right to expect
treatment according to those norms.
Simultaneously, however, guests are expected also
to conform to these norms.
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Management Briefings exemplify how
management classifies invalid complaints and
sti=atizes them with a negative customer profile.
Th~ Duty Manager reported from the logbook that
he was called to a room where people complained
about a baby crying next door. When he knocked
on the door nobody opened it, and after entering
the room, he found a six-month-old baby left
alone. He then left a staff member with the baby
and went looking for the parents throughout the
hotel. When he finally found the parents, they
were having dinner at The Ocean and did not seem
to be worried at all about their baby. The Duty
Manager's report at the morning briefing caused
general outrage about the negligent behaviour of
the parents. One manager, Bill, epitomized the
general perception by cynically commenting that:
"Those parents should be given the 'Parents of the
Month Award'",

Similar to the processes, by which valid and quasi-
valid complaints implicitly establish the profile of
an ideal-typical normal guest, invalid complaints
allow for identifying particular forms of guest
behaviour as abnormal. The profile thus created
transmits a negative customer image: one of an
unjustly complaining thus deviant guest.
Consequently, we may distinguish two meta-
categories of guest: those displaying appropriate
demands and behaviour, normal CUSTOmers,and
those who hold unjustified expectations or display
inappropriate behaviour," that is, irrational or
deviant customers or, in hotel jargon: the
troublemakers.

"DOCTORS", "KIDS", AND OTHER
"TROUBLEMAKERS"

Staff constitute groups of guests known for
violating the organization's expectations of normal
guest behaviour and classify them accordingly. In
the hotel jargon of the Grand Seaside, such
abnormal customers are referred to as
"troublemakers", One category of guests that has
acquired a reputation among staff for being
notorious troublemakers is "doctors". Those
subjected to this classification derive much of
their reputation from annual conferences of
medical associations regularly held at the hotel.
As one of the supervisors of the conference unit
summarized "they are really the worst". This

stigmatization is closely linked to the fact that
conferences of medical associations are often held
over the weekend which gives the attendees the
opportunity to bring along their partner and
children. The fact that doctors' families stay at the
hotel causes considerable. problems for staff.
Another supervisor described the problems
involved as follows:

While the parents are having a good time in
the ballroom. those kids are running around
here and there, and they scream and
vandalize throughout the whole hotel. Last
year I had five kids jumping and dancing on
an antique table in the Lobby, with the table
being severely scratched and damaged as a
result. I mean. we're talking here of a piece
that's worth about two thousand dollars! And
when I went to the parents and asked them to
look after their kids, they just said 'Oh, don't
worry about the kids; they are just having a
good tune'.

It is hardly surprising, then, that any arrival of a
group of doctors is announced in advance duting
the Management Briefings. Often, such
announcements are made with an ironic undertone
and responded to by equally ironic comments:

Sascha: We are going to have the annual
health conference in again. That means we'll
have a hundred and fifty doctors with kids
and spouses at the hotel this weekend.

Some people add comments such as "Oh
no!" or "Not again!"

Sascha: As we know from last year, this will
be real fun! (Sascha stresses the term 'real'
so that it clearly sounds very ironic.)

Apart from such well-known and clearly defined
categories of troublemakers, management and
staff also report more vaguely classified groups.
The conference supervisors inform of incidents
with guests that lead to such classifications.
Sometimes the staff has to handle verbal or even
physical assaults from guests. The job of the duty
managers, in particular, is often rather dangerous.
as they have to ensure security in and around the
hotel. which may involve dealing with drunk and
physically abusive guests. It is not surprising that
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staff working frontline develop informal
classifications or profiles of guests and their typical,
or sometimes peculiar, expectations and
preferences. The classifications established by staff
and/or management are not confined to particular
individuals who are known as notorious
troublemakers. As seen in the example of the
doctors, such classifications may be applied,
stereotypically, to whole groups of customers. In
contrast to the doctors, who almost consistently
exemplify the inversion of the (ideal-typical) normal
customer, other classifications are more ambivalent.
One such ambivalent category is that of "kids".

Children are well liked at the hotel. In fact, given
the market segment established by the hotel.
families with children represent one of the most
targeted groups of customers. Therefore, the hotel
offers many facilities tailored for the needs and
wishes of children. There is, for instance, the 'Kids
Club'. Daycare for children is provided and the
hotel offers to arrange for a baby-sitter if so
desired. ret, simultaneously, children are seen as
troublemakers: noisy, not only when left alone but
also when in the company of their parents. There
are places in the hotel such as in The Ocean. the
hotel's five-star restaurant where the presence of
children is regarded as inappropriate: Although
children are not officially banned from these
places, the staff will politely remind customers to
consider the special atmosphere of the restaurant
when guests with. children make their bookings.
Usually though, it is left to the empathy of the
parents to ensure the proper behaviour of their
children.

Counesy and respect for other guests are key
arguments and simultaneously, effective tools of
legitimation for staff and management alike to
secure obedience from guests for what is,
essentially, a form of unpaid co-productive labour.
The aesthetic dimension of service requires that
customers actively play their part in the scenery,
even if it is only by accommodating the volume of
their talk to the local ambience or by dressing up'
appropriately, as the following sequence from
another Morning Briefing demonstrates.

Kyle: Well, we had a quiet Saturday, but we
had super comments about the Spring Ball.
The whole event was super and especially the
theming was excellent.

Bill: Yes. I think this was really super-duper.
The boys and girls up there did a terrific job.
The band was brilliant. I mean, they really
got into it and people were dancing like mad.
And all the people were very elegantly
dressed. I'd say 80 per cent of the men had
dinner suits.

Kyle: Yes, we had one guy who came in jeans
and a T-shin. At first, we were almost going
to say something. But, you did not have to say
anything. You could simply see how
embarrassed that guy was and that he felt very
uncomfortable. He also complained to his
girlfriend, who apparently didn't inform him
that he was supposed to wear a suit.

Elsa: But I mean, what did he expect? (She
shakes her head' as in disbelief.)

Bill: Well. and some of the blokes up there
made funny comments: "Nice suit, mate!"
and so on.

Bill's whole body was shaking in laughter. Many
others were laughing as well.

Kyle: So, we did not have to say anything,
you could really see he felt uncomfortable
and embarrassed.

The image of the normal/deviant guest and other
such categorizations provide staff with routine
assumptions (scripts) concerning what customers
can legitimately expect in the conduct of a normal
service encounter. Such scripts help fill the gap
constituted through the indexicality of any labour
contact (Fox 1974), an indexicality that becomes
even more complex in the provision of customized
service. Given that the participation of customers
in the provision of service is not just desired but
indispensable, the performance of customers and
that of staff poses a similar problem of
coordination and control to the organization. From
another perspective. then, we can conceptualize
such categorization processes and their outcomes
as (part of) control strategies. identifying them as
essentially political, infused with power.
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CONTROLLING CUSTOMER
SERVICE THROUGH

DISCIPLINARY POWER

One can describe the customer service discourse
of the Grand Seaside. and, in particular. the
processes of categonzmg customers. as
constituting a system of disciplinary power aimed
at the self of both the customer and employee
(Holloway 1991). In Foucault's view, discipline is
not merely a mechanism to control or subject
individuals. "Discipline 'makes' individuals; it is
the specific technique of a power that regards
individuals as objects and instruments of its
exercise" (Foucault 1977, p. 170). The Grand
Seaside routinely employs processes of
normalization and spatial segregation as
disciplinary strategies. The Hotel faces the
complex task of providing customized service to
their customers while conducting their business
operations as effectively and efficiently as
possible. The striving for service excellence that
is seen by the hotel's management as the road to
business success presupposes the creation of a
match between customers' expectations and the
service provided by staff. To the organization, the
creation of a match between expectations and
service provision translates into an issue of
controlling the agency of both staff and customers.

Normalization: Management by Identities

As shown. the categorization of guest responses
allows for revealing insights into the normative
foundations of the organization. These categories
not only allow evaluation of staff behaviour as
appropriate or inappropriate according to
organizational norms but also enable the
classification of guests in terms of whether their
expectations coincide with those of the
organization. In other words, what these
classificatory processes conjointly attempt is the
establishment of normal service encounters. They
do so by subjugating people to a particular identity
(Knights & Willmott 1989; Holloway 1991). In
short, in striving for normal service encounters,
such processes produce normal guests and normal
staff(Kondo 1990).

With Foucault (977), we may identify the
constituents of the customer service discourse of
the Grand Seaside. such as rewards. training, or

the guest questionnaires. as strategies of
normalization. Simultaneously, disciplinary
penalty focuses on non-observance, on "that
which does not measure up to the rule, that departs
from it", whereby "(tjhe whole indefinite domain
of non-conforming is punishable" (Foucault 1977,
p. r78f .•). More J2Eecisely,disciplinary punishment
ought to be corrective so that it seeks not only
compensation but should also include exercise and
correction through training. Hence. "punishment
is only one element of a double system:
gratification-punishment" (ibid. 180). It is,
therefore, a sY1itemthat thrives on a 'carrot and
stick' principle so to speak.

When considering the situation at the Grand
Seaside, one can clearly find evidence for
disciplinary strategies in general and that of

'noi-malization in particular. The aspiration for
service excellence operates as a minimal
threshold. to use Foucault's terms, as
simultaneously representing a demand and an
ideal to strive for. Hence, those behaving
normally are differentiated further according to
their achievements in service excellence.
Discussion during the meetings centres on the two
poles of exceptionally good or bad behaviour in
service provision. Those performing exceptionally
well may even qualify for one of the employee
awards of the hotel; those performing poorly may
have to undertake additional training. Hence, the
repeated reading of guest complaints and
evaluations, the customer service training, the
various staff awards. and the ceremonial events
that stress the essential importance of customer
service, can all be regarded as contributing to the
creation of an ideal-type of service excellence. It
is this that marks the boundary between normal
and abnormal,

We should notice, though. that it is not only the
staff that are compared, differentiated
hierarchized, and excluded, in short, who are
normalized. As suggested customers also become
subjected to such processes of normalization.
Whereas those customers who .express no
complaints, or valid and quasi-valid complaints.
about the service experienced are classified as
normal guests, those who raise invalid complaints
or fail to meet the organization's expectations of
appropriate guest behaviour are stigmatized as
abnormal or troublemakers, The expectations of
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the latter are either ignored, as during the
Management Briefings, or they are (often
promptly) brought into check when they, in the
eyes of the organization, misbehave. Most often
it will be staff that trigger corrective intervention;
on other occasions. peer pressure from a fellow
guest might do as well, as the poor guy who
dressed inappropriately for th.=Spring Ball found
out. Both staff and guests are subjected to
discipliriary strategies that attempt to establish the
normalcy of service encounters desired by the
organization. Normal service encounters demand
normal staff and guests.

Categorization, with its implicit comparing,
differentiating, and hierarchizing of staff and
guests, is not the only disciplinary strategy
applied at the Grand Seaside that aims at
normalization. Spatial strategies such as
segmentation .and exclusion are very effective
disciplinary techniques as well.

Segmentation and Exclusion: Spatial
Aspects of Discipline

The establishment of normal and abnormal
behaviour or individuals is one of the most
important mechanisms in disciplinary systems of
power. To Foucault, such binary division and
branding represents a "dualistic mechanism of
exclusion" founded on a "constant division
between the normal and the abnormal, to which
every individual is subjected" (1977, p. 199). In
this sense, the branding of guests as "kids",
"doctors", or "troublemakers" represents a
subdivision of their classification in terms of
normalcy, Children represent a class of abnormal
guests that are loud, constantly chase around,
vandalize hotel property, will- when not properly
looked after - disturb other guests and spoil the
atmosphere in the hotel's luxury restaurant. As
Foucault (1977) explains using the example of
(medieval) lepers or plague-stricken towns.
dealing with abnormalcy implies hierarchy,
observation, and surveillance in an attempt to
separate or segmenti:e, that is, to analyze and
distribute those that do not comply with the norm.
We find traces of such separation and
segmentation also at the Grand Seaside. As
children have been identified as departing from
the profile of the normal guest. they are put under
constant control and supervision. This is either

through their parents, who have to secure th
children's compliance with the normal conduct 0

behaviour at hotels, or through professional staff
such as baby-sitters or Kindergarten teachers, a
the hotel. In each case, the children are subjectec
to a certain discipline. Moreover, children are not
just (informally) banned from certain areas of the
hotel. they are also allocated a special area as their
own domain: the Kids-Club.

From this perspective. many of the activities the
hotel offers to children and other guests are,
essentially, disciplinary strategies aimed at
securing the functionality of the overall hotel
operations by separating or segmenting the overall
population of guests according to criteria of
normalcy, That the classification of
normal/abnormal does not in each case coincide
with superioriinferior shows in the example of
VIP guests. Such guests represent. in a different
way to children, an abnormal type of customer.
Their prominent status entitles them to a variety
of special services (e.g. special time for check-in
and checkout) that are not accessible to normal
guests. Some VIPs are separated from ordinary
guests by residing on the fifth floor, an area
reserved for executive suites. Yet, some VIPs
mingle with the crowd, which makes it more
difficult for hotel staff to segmentize, that is, to
mark and distribute these guests. To do so, staff
will register those guests: their names, time of
arrival. room number, preferences, and the special
services they are entitled to receive. Hence,
whether they like it or not, VIPs (as well
as children) are marked with the stigma
of abnormalcy.

In the light of the techniques employed at the
Grand Seaside Hotel, one may even reconsider the
architectural design of the hotel as baring traces of
disciplinary strategies. In particular, the spatial
(and temporal) division between front and back
regions of the hotel is of relevance in this context.
The separation of guests from operations in the
back of the hotel prevents them from gazing at
(and potentially influencing or even controlling)
those aspects of the hotel business that
management regards as organizational
prerogative. not only in respect to sacred parts of
the business, such as administration. Probably. no
one would expect guests to look into the hotel's
financial statements or books. This exclusion also
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applies to quite profane duties, such as the
preparation offood or the cleaning of rooms. The
latter process indicates that the separation between
front and back is not a purely spatial one.
Guestrooms are public (front) areas only at certain
times. They are usually cleaned in the morning
after guests have left and before they return or new
guests arrive. During that time, guestrooms
become quasi-private (back) areas where guests are
not particularly welcomed.

The fact that the boundary between front- and
back-r~ions of the hotel is temporally variable
indicates already that this spatial demarcation is
not entirely fixed. We may instead envisage the
borderline between public and private spheres as
subject to conquest between guest and
organization. As the hotel business is essentially
about renting time-space to guests, we should not
be surprised about the territoriality displayed on
both sides. Ideal-typically. the hotel's interest is to
rent time-space as efficiently as possible, that is, to
give away as little time-space as possible for the
maximum rent. Guests, on the other hand, expect
to get usage of the time-space rented as extensively
as possible. That both positions do not necessarily
coincide is obvious. The implicit tension between
the interests of the hotel representatives and those
of the guests explains why the times for check-in
and checkout are so highly contested. Controlling
the times for the check-in and checkout means
controlling the space of the respective guestrooms
and, hence, the profit source of the business.

The division between public and private spheres of
the hotel, however, matters in another respect.
Frontline staff are almost constantly on display to
guests. The Management Briefings. particularly in
their discussion of guest questionnaires
demonstrate that guests fulfil a controlling
function in service encounters. The same role
applies to fellow staff members, who frequently
remind their peers of their inappropriate behaviour
or their failure to meet the standards of service
excellence, as we soon shall see in the section on
Panopticism. Consequently, (front-line) staff will
be subject to the gaze of at least three others:
management, peers. and guests.

Most of the visibility in service encounters at the
Grand Seaside is bilateral. This is what
distinguishes it from surveillance, which marks the

transition to the most sophisticated form of
disciplinary control, Panopticism. The front-desk
is a point in case. It is constructed opposite to the
entrance and surrounded by walls on three sides in
such a way as to secure the rights of staff as those
who see (first) without them normally being
subject to the gaze of others whom they are not
aware of. When entering the hotel guests may well
see the staff at the front-desk. while, when leaving,
they ultimately turn their backs on them. One may
therefore contend that the frontdesk privileges the
gaze of staff on guests.

Strategies such as normalization or the
temporal/spatial structuring of service encounters
seek to secure control of both agencies involved in
the process of service production: (frontline) staff
and guests. The front of house area. in particular,
is one of (almost) constant bilateral visibility where
staff and guest mutually adjust and control their
behaviour in line with their perceived visibility.
Control does not stop at this level. The process of
imagination - which is brought about by symbolic
means, and which lifts out or disembeds service
encounters into an imaginary sphere - transforms
bilateral visibility into surveillance and control into
self-subordination. This process renders, at least
potentially, the Grand Seaside into an (inverted)
Panopticon.

IMAGINATION AND PA1~OPTIC
COl\T'fROL

One way of dealing with uncertainty in providing
customized service is to establish categories of
customer expectations and link them with
respective staff behaviour. In the case of normal
guest expectations. staff's natural friendliness and
helpfulness. in conjunction with the training they
have received should suffice to please the guests.
However, when a complaint occurs, the staff must
interpret it with respect to its justification and in
case the complaint is judged as valid, they have to
apologize and consider compensation for the guest.
On such occasions, tile interaction between staff
and guests happens in real time, that is. staff
receive feedback (demand) from particular (real)
customers in respect to concrete (real) events.
Hence. staff can (and in fact often must) respond to
a (real) demand (external stimulus) at the time and
place of its occurrence.
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During such service encounters in real time, staff
can often control the success of their intervention,
through the reaction of the guest. on the spot.
Under these circumstances, staff engage in an
interaction with guests, during which a (step-by-
step) discursive negotiation of meaning and
relating actions occurs. Most importantly, the
interaction that takes place is that between real
individuals in real time. The process of making
sense of the interaction relies. therefore, on mutual
feedback: a process in which guests assist staff in
interpreting their wants and needs. Therefore, real
time communication helps to overcome the
uncertainty involved in interpreting what guests
expect staff to do.

In addition to the service encounters happening in
real time, there are other occasions when staff
obtain clues from guests as to what they are
supposed to do in service delivery. Most
obviously, one can think of the guest
questionnaires. In contrast to the service
encounters, on such occasions when these are
discussed, demands (and feedback) occur as
temporally and spatially displaced from the actual
event in question. In other words. staff may gain
insights about what they did right or wrong in
retrospect. Hence, guest questionnaires "tell" staff
how they have done or what they should have done
differently. Of course, such feedback is used for
future adjustment of behaviour. Yet, the insights
gained are temporally and spatially separated from
the concrete context in which they arose. The
guest questionnaires (as well as the logbook and
the numbers) that are regularly read during the
Management Briefings allow for the
disembedding of service encounter.

The system of socialization has to prepare
individuals for service encounters which ensure
that these individuals know how to behave as a
(normal) guest. In this respect, one may talk of the
institution of the service encounter being vested
with systems trust. Of course, the organization
does not play a completely passive role in this
process. We should note that mechanisms for
disembedding service encounters have
significance for the organization as a whole.
Usually, a single event (encounter) wiII remain a
rather private issue between the staff and guests
involved: it remains confined to the social context
of its occurrence. This holds true unless staff tell

other members of the organization about
incident. which happens frequently during
meetings. In this way the encounter is represen
to those who were absent at the time and place
its occurrence. However, the tools par excellet
for dis embedding service encounters are the gu
questionnaires that render private into pub
affairs. When a member of staff reports on cert.
incidents or when guests comment
questionnaires, they render the (privai
experience of those encounters accessible to otb
members of the organization. Alternatively, 0

may refer to this process as the sharing of priva
experiences with the (potentially whol
organization.

The lessons that one can draw from such share
information, however, are somewhat ambiguou
As these lessons refer to incidents that happene
in the past. they are not directly relevant to futur
behaviour. Rather, management wiII use suci
feedback to adjust behaviour of staff for futun
encounters (and occasionally to compensate the
customer who complains). For insights gainec
from guest questionnaires to be successfully
applied in future encounters, they require contexts
analogous to those of the original complaint. The
lessons drawn from an idiosyncratic event will be
very limited in their applicability towards future
action, if there are not any analogies between the
original and future events.

It is at this point that trust again comes into play.
The organization has to have a certain type of
confidence, as Giddens (1990) characterizes trust,
in the reproduction of (normal) service
encounters. In other words, to use guest
questionnaires for guiding future behaviour
demands that the context of their application
shows at least some analogies to the context of
their generation. As such, the usage of guest
questionnaires involves a conservative aspect and,
as any disciplinary technique. favours the
establishment of routines.

Given the linkage between past and future events;
the de-contexrualization achieved through guest
questionnaires remains necessarily incomplete.
For one to extrapolate lessons from one context to
another involves entering the sphere of
imagination. For instance, by drawing analogies
from past to potential future behaviour staff and
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managers of the Grand Seaside commonly
speculate about what a guest mayor may not
expect in a given context. Each representation has
an imaginary element. as have the questionnaires
representing guest complaints. The distinction
between experiences received in encounters in real
time and representations of the latter, such as guest
questionnaires, should not lead one to accept a
naive realist stance. The former mode of
experience does not constitute real representations
of an objective reality, whereas the latter are
purely fictitious inventions. Even a distinction
along first or second hand impressions is
questionable. One never really deals with
impressions but only classes of representation
( Vorstellungen i (Castoriadis 1997. p. 326).

Imaginary Service Encounters and
Customized Service

Guest questionnaires represent retrospective
evaluations of customer encounters. The guests
complaining did really participate in service
encounters and they did perceive the respective
encounter in a certain manner. This criterion of
reality, however, does not hold equally true for all
service encounters. In fact, as soon as guests do
not respond directly, such as in face-to-face
encounters, responses will always contain an
imaginary element. However, frequently it is not
guests who comment on service encounters, but
staff or management. Such comments are based
on imaginary guest expectations. They are
imaginary, in a double sense. First. with respect to
the persons involved. The expectations relate to
imaginary guests and do not derive from concrete
individuals. Second, with respect to the
expectations in question. Hence. imaginary guest
expectations are abstract and based on what
members of management or staff perceive as what
normal guest expectations would have been if they
had transpired. The guests do not even have to be
real. They may be merely hypothetical
(imaginative I. as the usage of a frequent
grammatical conditional indicates: "This does not
lead to a good impression, if guests are passing
by". Such references to imaginary service
encounters are common. Although such
comments are most often uttered in a rather
helpful voice. dropped like side-comments in
conversations during meetings - ..... by the way,
I just wanted to remind you of. ." - those

addressed seem often embarrassed by these
"helpful" reminders and usually respond in an
apologetic manner. The fact that these reminders
are uttered during the meetings. that is, publicly,
makes them not only an instrument of (public i
punishment. They are also a disciplinary
technique: the peer pressure exercised by the
meeting participants will almost inevitably trigger
corrective action (Sewell & Wilkinson 1992:
Sewell 1998). In this sense such reminders are not
only punishing, they are corrective. offering the
failing individual a chance to "make up" and
become once more a good and useful member of
the Grand Seaside Family.

Frequently, the reminders point to the importance
of the aesthetic side of the hotel business:
somebody may see staff hanging around and
chatting, which potentially threatens the aesthetic
aspect of the service experience. Not only must
Grand Seaside staff manage their motivation, they
must also manage the way in which they appear to
be motivated (Hochschild 1983). Because of the
deference involved, the service encounters are
temporally and spatially disembedded.
Hypothetical (imaginary) service encounters may
be enacted anywhere and any time, not only when
guests are present. In fact, imaginary service
encounters are, per definition. marked through
their absence. In other words, in representing the
absent. imaginary service encounters are
mechanisms for disembedding social interaction
from its concrete temporal-spatial context.

Instead of relying on fixed scripts, which mayor
may not prove appropriate in real face-to-face
service encounters. staff are expected to use their
imagination to respond flexibly to the infinite
number of demands that may arise from guest
expectations. This makes staff imagination crucial
for the organization: the proactive approach
demanded from staff is based on the latter's social
imagination (as to what expect and how to respond
in service encounters). Simultaneously. it directs
staff commitment away from the mere following
of rules, typical in bureaucratic organizations.
Active imagining asks for commitment, not
obedience. It is not confined to the overt display
of conformity in the body. but seeks to reach into
people's soul (Barker 1993: Townley 1994:
Jackson & Carter 1998: Sewell 1998).
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Organizations that claim to provide customized
service would not seem to be able to rely on
standardization. To them, the match between
customer expectations and service provision
represents a much more complex problem. In the
case of the Grand Seaside. it seems as if staff adapt
(even proactively) their imagination to that of
guests. This means, at least theoretically, that the
uncertainty involved for staffis much higher. It is
not up to guests to adjust their behaviour along
pre-defined organizational norms, as in the case of
McDonalds (Ritzer 1991). Instead, the nonnative
expectations of guests shape staff conformance,
Hence, there is a double nonnative commitment
involved for staff. On the one hand, they comply
with organizational norms: on the other hand, they
have to anticipate and respond to expectations of
guests. which acquire the status of quasi-
organizational norms.

It is the prominent status that guests' expectations
acquire in customized service encounters that
makes it difficult for service organizations to
achieve' a fit between those expectations and
staff's (social) imagination. This constellation
increases not only the importance of staff
recruitment policies but also the training and
education of staff. Although. as mentioned earlier,
most employees working in frontstage positions
are casuals at the Grand Seaside Hotel, most of
these casuals are students either of the local
Technical College or the nearby University. This
fact seems to ensure that most of the staff
engaging in service encounters has the necessary
social skills (and imagination) to match the
expectations of their clientele. the guests. It is not
accidental, therefore, that most guests praise staff
not for being expressively polite or obedient but
for their "natural friendly attitude".

As far as training is concerned, one can seriously
question as to whether one can educate staff to
display a natural and friendly attitude or whether
organizations have to rely on recruiting people
with the desired attitudes. However. the Grand
Seaside spends a lot of money on training and
education of staff. The hotel holds regular
induction days and training on the job is still an
important element of skill development. There are
also training courses. such as in the proper serving
of alcohol, that the hotel has to run to obey state
legislation. However. customer service training at

the Grand Seaside Hotel is less about changing
upgrading employee skills than about stretchii
staff's (social) imagination. According to the (t.

hotel's customer service philosophy people wi
the proper attitudes seem to require hardly ar
explicit directives as to how to behave. In the
search for the appropriate attitude. the "Grat
Seaside sub-contracts apprentices through tl
mediation of an independent agency. Thos
apprentices are employed by the agency an
contracted out to the hotel. The advantage for th
hotel lies in increased flexibility and choice. Nc
only can the hotel choose among the bes
employees. they can also send back an:
inappropriate apprentices without having t<
engage in legal considerations.

When staff internalise the philosophy of customer
service, they seem only to require (enough)
imagination to anticipate customer expectations
and will respond intentionally (automatically) in
the appropriate way. Total Quality Employees
seem to provide a favourable resolution of
management's battle for control of the production
process (du Gay 1996: Sewell 1998). Issues such
as conflict of interests seem excluded from this
discourse (Deetz 1998). Instead, a general
identification of staff with the organization's goals
seems presupposed by management. The context
is one of pressure from the external labour market
(the hotel is the major employers in the region).
Given the underlying fear of joblessness, as
experienced during a previous restructuring
process, the simple equation of business
prosperity and job security seems to ensure the
required degree of compliance and identification.
Hence, why staff should strive for service
excellence remains tacitly understated but also
understood. Characteristically, the official
negation of issues of power and interests that this
mode of discourse displays is explicit, while the
implicit and underlying reality is another story. In
such an environment, there remains no place for
collective representation of employee interests: as
The Hotel General Manager says

We don't have any Union members in our
hotel. We treat our people well! So, there is
no need for any Union. And if we still find
somebody (He speaks somewhat more
carefully) "Veil. we'll find a way to get
them out IRe puts on a big smile).
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We have seen that in order to achieve the provision
of service excellence that management at the
Grand Seaside so eagerly aspires to. they have to
rely to a large degree on (front-line) staff's
imagination to meet the expectations of customers.
This constellation not only requires recruiting staff
with the desired imagination but is also a process
that applies to the acquisition of customers. It also
implies delegating responsibility for the provision
of service excellence to staff (and guests). In other
words, the organization has to invest a certain
amount of (systems-) trust into the generation of
normal service encounters, which implies the
matching of normal guest expectations with
normal staff behaviour.

Imaginary Service Encounters, Self-
Surveillance, and Panoptic Control

Both staff and guests are subjected to each other's
mutual gaze. Staff will normally realize that
guests or management will gaze upon them.
However, the introduction of a sphere or rmaginary
service encounters and guests renders visibility
into a trap. Imaginary service encounters imply a
lateral invisibility. The gaze of the guest or the
manager is no longer bound to presence. As the
incidents reported above have demonstrated, any
one, at any time, could function as an imaginary
guest and, hence, exercise control qua his or her
gaze. From this perspective, the situation of the
average frontline worker resembles one of constant
surveillance in which "(hie is seen, but he does not
see; he is the object of information, never a subject
in communication" (Foucault 1977, p. 200). The
implications of the lateral invisibility quite
profoundly "induce in the inmate a state of
conscious and permanent visibility" (Foucault
1977, p. 201).

By introducing an imaginary sphere, management
transcends the temporal confines of the public
space. Front areas are public spaces only at
certain times, that is. when they are the location of
service encounters. What Panopticism does,
however, is to overcome the very temporality of
the public sphere, rendering it into an (imagined)
constant area of display. What counts for the
temporal confines of public space. applies also to
its spatial confines. In dress, even outside the
spatial boundaries, one is never allowed to be off
duty, like a member of a total institution.

CONCLUSION

We can conclude that the faceless gaze on which
Panopticism thrives not only "automatizes and
individualizes power" (Foucault 1977, p. 202) but
it also transcends (organizational) time and space.
It is the imaginary element that renders
(traditional forms of) direct control into
disciplining systems of surveillance. As Foucault
expresses it: "A real subjection is born
mechanically from a fictitious relation" (1977, p.
202). As Foucault has demonstrated such a
constellation results in the internalization of
control and the surveillance of individuals (staff)
to the gaze of an (imagined) omnipresent 'Other'.
Hence. the shaping of staffs' (social) imagination
through the Grand Seaside's customer service
philosophy has a double aspect. It seeks to direct
and stretch staff's imagination towards potential
guest expectations. and it subj ects their
imagination to internalize the omnipresence of
surveillance. Panoptic ism, despite being founded
in an architectural design, derives its efficacy from
the absence of any concrete 'physical' gaze. It
depends on the internalization iimaginizationi of
the gaze, which renders control into self-
surveillance. In other words, Panopticism is not
an architectural but a mental structure.

It is not by accident that Panopticism demands the
introduction of an imaginary sphere through forms
of symbolic management such as meetings and
rituals. Essentially, Panopticism is a mental
structure, dependent on a process of self-
subordination under the principle of (constant)
visibility. As Clegg observed, the nature of
surveillance is "less in the actual superintendence,
more in the sheer impossibility of avoiding the
observer's gaze" (1998, p. 35). As a result, power
becomes "internalized . . . as subjects leamt to
survey themselves, to be reflexively self-regarding
as if under the ever present and watchful eyes of
surveillance" (1998. p. 35). However. as
McKinlay and Taylor (1998, p. 182) observe, the
illusion of constant surveillance. which constitutes
the efficacy of the Panopticon, requires at least
periodical reaffirmation. The reminders uttered
during the meetings achieve precisely this
reaffirmation: they reconfirm the (potential)
omnipresence of the gaze. Significantly, both
Panopticism and the symbolism underlying the
process of imaginization thrive on absence!
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Whereas Panopticism derives its efficacy from the
absence of any concrete gaze. symbolism mediates
the absence of the thing (here: the gazer), as
Saussure may have said. Consequently, when
analyzing Panoptical systems of surveillance one
cannot but address the symbolic means of their
(re- )creation.

A number of conclusions can be drawn from our
conceptualization of the customer service
discourse as a disciplinary system. First, with the
introduction of imaginary guests, categories of
organizational membership tend to become
extremely blurred (du Gay 1996). As mentioned
earlier, the nature of service encounters renders
customers almost automatically into partial
employees of the service organization. as they
have to co-produce the service experience.
However, such partial membership even to
imaginary customers. It is the introduction of
imaginary guests and their equally imaginary
expectations that shape employees' pre-
dispositions and, hence, pre-structure service
encounters at the Grand Seaside Hotel. Under
these circumstances, one may indeed talk of
'virtual organization':

Second, management uses the reference to
imaginary customer expectations as a legitimation
strategy for management prerogatives. Ultimately,
it is the customer, not management who want staff
to behave in a certain way. Management only
supports staff in striving to please the customer.
Hence. when directing staff, management seems
only to translate or interpret customers' needs and
wants. In this sense, one can interpret the
discourse of customer service of the Grand
Seaside as a disciplinary system that directs and
controls employees while, by the same token,
legitimising management prerogatives.

Third the introduction of imaginary customers
renders the demands ensuing from (hypothetical
and real) guests' expectations even more complex
and unpredictable. Hence, the demands for the
appropriate behaviour on the part of staff increase
virtually ad infinitum. Potentially, management
can render (virtually) anyone into a (hypothetical)
guest either to legitimize management
prerogatives or to demand obedience/cornmirmeut
from staff. From this perspective, even apparently
'neutral' remarks uttered during the Management

Briefings appear in a different light. When the
General Manager announces that "staff are
expected to provide service excellence that is
beyond expectation"; when he wants "people to
talk to their friends and families about the service
they have experienced in the hotel", he creates,
consciously or not, a pool of hypothetical guests.
Hence, the potential sources of service demands
and evaluations, as well as instances of control, are
virtually unlimited and unlimitable.

Surveillance is instantiated by management as if it
were all encompassing and omnipresent, as if
virtually anyone. at any time, and anywhere, could
be a customer and, hence, exercise control in the
form of judgements about the service experienced.
If that were so. the situation would almost mirror
that of a Benthamite Panoptic on, where those
under surveillance can never be sure whether they
are subjected to the gaze of the guest: the guest
could be anybody. the guest could be anywhere at
any time - hence the widespread use of
professional guests to check on hotel service and
quality. Moreover, even if guests do not directly
complain to authorities at the hotel, they still have
friends or relatives to whom they can share their
complaint. "We want to be known as a hotel
where exceptional service is standard and
standards are above expectation", as the General
Manager says. In other words (guest or
management) expectations can be unlimited and
so will be the attempts to meet them! We have
here a seemingly vicious circle of discipline. It is
one that incorporates different forms of
surveillance, as well as categorizing and
individualizing those subjected to the customer
service discourse. These things are done in an
attempt to normalize both guests and staff. Via
imaginisation, the discourse seeks to infiltrate
people's souls - closure is affected when the
subjects thus constituted identify with the identity
appointed for them. Only in these circumstances
is control rendered into self-surveillance. with
normal guests taking on the status of a generalized
other. The hotel, as a secular out-of-time
experience, stands nonetheless, as an institution
that seeks to be as total as those monasteries of
old, from which the form evolved. Surprisingly, in
a world of commerce we find a duty of care for the
secular soul in a remorseless discipline not of
spirituality but of materiality.
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EDITORIAL
This is the first issue of JANZAM to be the responsibility of its new editorial team: Alan Brown. Rick
Dunford Gael McDonald and me. Although in some respects we are still finding our feet, we have focused
over these first few months on the review process. Our aim is to give authors the best commentary on their
papers that we can possibly manage and to do this as promptly as we can. We encourage reviewers to write
developmental reviews, offering advice on how a paper might be strengthened. We have adopted the
practice common in the leading journals of writing a detailed summary report to authors on the main issues
arising from reviews. We hope that these efforts have been valuable to the authors who have offered papers
for this issue. Our intent is that good reviewing experiences will encourage others to think of J.i\NZAM as
a vehicle for publishing their work. and will strengthen the papers that are published.

It is more and more apparent to us that a journal is far more than a series of volumes, and that its quality is
the product of a broad-based effort in a community of scholars such as ANZ:\M to help each other with
their work. The published papers are just one manifestation of that effort. We hope that you will let us know
if you would like to contribute to the J.A.NZAMeffort as a reviewer. And we hope to attract your papers with
a reputation for prompt. high quality reviews and editorial advice.

This issue probes the subtle' realities of organisational life and the art of management in many different
contexts. Jacob Joseph, Bret Simmons, Kenneth Abramowicz and Tonia Girardi push past the Peter
Principle to ask what can be done to re-invigorate careers that have apparently plateaued. They encourage
us to differentiate between a number of reasons for the phenomenon, and to recognise that each has its own
distinct potential for the employee's future development.

Paul Nesbit and Robert Wood report a study on that most challenging of managerial roles, the appraisal of
individual performance. With a carefully crafted research design, they demonstrate that frame-of-reference
training can improve the ability of performance raters against a control group. They suggest too that an
important element in this improvement is the improved self-efficacy that raters experience during training.
The benefit of training is, they suggest, not just an improvement in skill, but in raters' belief in their ability
to apply the skill in practice.

In a similar vein, Sooksan Kantabutra and Gayle Avery explore the links that can be theorised to predict the
performance impact of visioning exercises. They conclude that it is not just the elements of the vision itself
that fosters performance improvements, but also a range of associated managerial actions that they call
'realization factors' . Here too, it is not just the abstract principle that has the effect, but also the means of
its application.

And how do we train and educate people for these highly context-specific roles? Our traditional methods,
especially for mature students, rely heavily on the sharing and contrasting of experience between people
who know what works for them. But how can this be achieved for the many managers for whom distance
education is the right choice? Ann Smith discusses the ability of computer mediated communication to
create powerful communities ofleaming among students that are widely separated geographically.

Finally, Dirk Bunzel, Stewart Clegg and Greg Teal explore the choreography of a fascinating relational
dance between the staff and customers of a large resort hotel. They show how the relationship is constituted
by both guests and staff, and in particular how staff work to normalise their encounters with guests, defining
for themselves what is, and what is not, normal guest behaviour. For me at least, hotels will never be quite
the same.

We hope you will join our JANZAM relational dance, as a reader, reviewer and author. Possibly we will all
find ourselves the subject of a future paper: "Disciplining Authors at JANZA1vI"? Or should that be Editors?

Colin Campbell-Hunt

Editor
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